
Analytics Navigator
Discover a Deeper Path to Your Condition Data Destination 

Employers look to their data as their compass - helping point them 
in the right direction and easily navigate their path to the answers 
they need. But when you want to dive deeper into your conditions 
data, you may find that you don’t have the skillset to build complex 
queries or the understanding of which areas to explore.

You have Springbuk’s curated data insights. Now, you 
can have more perspective and context of the stories 
your conditions data hold.

Analytics Navigator is a suite of dynamic and
interactive analytic tools that help take your
data exploration to the next level so you can
slice and dice the data as you want – with just
a few quick clicks.

It equips you with deeper insights on recommended
actions, including pre-defined, easily drillable data
details and analysis around particular action items
such as condition management, drug management,
or financial risk. 

Let’s explore how you can gain a direct route to
the conditions information you need quickly,
decisively, and with an informed perspective
with Analytics Navigator.
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A SPRINGBUK USE CASE

https://www.springbuk.com/reporting/user-analytic-journey


With your date range selected, your data exploration truly begins as you start to explore your 
population of interest with a demographic overview, where you may ask:
⟩ How many members are included in the population?
⟩ What are the age, gender, and relationship types of these members? 
⟩ What are the year-over-year trends of cost and prevalence by demographic and health plan?

Actionable Data Insights at Your Fingertips 
Analytics Navigator empowers you to explore your data as you like, tailoring your path to surface 
information that piques your interest. 

For example, you and your benefits team might be focused on a certain health condition, or a group
of conditions, and you have several questions to answer while considering strategic plans. 

Or you may have already implemented your plan and now need to support your decision(s) with data
from various perspectives. 

Upon launching Analytics Navigator, working in the Advanced Reports environment, you can select
your date filtering parameters, which can run on the recent rolling months or a custom incurred/paid
date ranges of interest.
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Condition Navigator 

https://www.springbuk.com/reporting/advanced-reporting


Moving on from demographics, the next few next stops on your data exploration include:
⟩ Clinical profiles highlighting comorbidities: understand what other chronic conditions your selected 
 members are dealing with
⟩ Gaps-in-care: for your given condition(s), dig deeper into gaps-in-care; you can look at all gaps for
 the members, gaps that are specific to the conditions, and/or gaps related to comorbid conditions
⟩ Top-10 views for your condition(s) of interest: view the top-10 diagnoses, procedures, drugs, and 
 services at a glance, for any given condition

Condition-Specific Clinical Profiles
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Condition-Specific Cost/Use Profiles
Rounding out your condition analytic journey, go deeper into monthly spend trends, service 
classification utilization, and high-cost claimant impact: 
⟩ View trending monthly metrics for condition and plan combinations, in total as well as Medical 
 and Rx separately
⟩ Get detailed metrics on service classification utilization trends by condition 
⟩ Understand the condition’s impact on high-cost claimants with a unique and customizable view 
 of these members

  ⟩ View includes all of their spend as well as spend specific to the selected condition; hover
     over to activate a highlighting feature for even easier use 

Access More Metrics, Data Points, 
and Visualizations
When you have access to information and tools that allow you to
drill into your condition data, you’re empowered to make decisions
that solve today’s problems and prepare for tomorrow’s challenges. 

Let us show you how Springbuk can deliver the intelligence you
need to make the best decisions for your business and your people.
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Learn More

https://www.springbuk.com/reporting/user-analytic-journey
https://www.springbuk.com/reporting/user-analytic-journey

